
bow and tell
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

PSST... 
WE HAVE TONS 

OF READY-TO-GO  
EMBELLISHMENTS 

TOO!



THE BOW KNOWS  
This bigger-‘n’-better bow 
mixes patterns for a bold and  
playful vibe. Take two ribbons 
of different widths, loop as
desired and glue in the 
center. To top it? Adhere 
our ready-made fabric  
flowers and a jewel. 

LAYER PLAYER Try layering your 
materials for a trendy 3D piece. Stack the flower (bling 
included) onto a chiffon rosette. Then add a fabric rosette 
to a headband using the pre-attached alligator clip.

SEEING SPOTS Our pretty-in-polka 
floppy bow is simple, sweet and just a little sparkly…
and it features our double-sided ribbon for added 
dimension. To make it, form two bows, layer as 
pictured and tie a separate length around the middle. 
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BOWS IN BLOOM Make this simple bloom headband for your little sprout (or for yourself…
we won’t tell). Stitch or glue a fabric flower to the coordinating headband of your choice, and enjoy the easiest 
accessory you’ll ever make. Tip: The stretchy headbands are ouch-free and easy for little ones to put on. 

Try these simple tricks, 
and watch your bow 

designs blossom:
1. Mix and match fun ribbons 

with our pre-made rosettes 
and flowers.

2. Back bows with felt for easy 
application to hairpieces.  
For headbands, glue an 
additional felt piece to the 
underside of headband, and 
glue felt pieces together.

3. Glue a clip-equipped 
rosette—it’s great as is 
and can double as a quick 
headband embellishment.
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BLACK & WHITE BEAUTIES 
Like peanut butter and jelly and Mac and cheese, 
black and white just makes sense. And this classic 
combo isn’t going anywhere. Pick from our  
ready-to-go flower accessories and headbands, add 
a personal touch or two, and you’re set. Tip: For looks 
like these, use a stretchy headband in an eye-popping 
color, or go the traditional route with a plain black one. 
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HIP CLIPS Sometimes, simple says it 
best. These classic-bow hair clips add just a touch 
of color to any hairdo. To make them, wrap your 
ribbon twice around three fingers. Stitch in the 
middle to cinch the ribbon, and wrap thread 
around center of bow to secure. Separate ribbon 
loops, and then glue bow to clips! And don’t 
forget the bling, if that’s your thing. 
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

www.hobbylobby.com  •    •  Fabric - 390948

1. THE BOW MUST GO ON 
Good things come in threes, right? That’s why  
we crafted this ready-for-stardom headband.  
It features two swirled fabric rosettes and  
one fabric flower, which we glued to the  
elastic headband.

2. ZIPPER ME THIS Don’t let this 
great idea zip past ya. It’s as easy as looping a 
zipper into a flower shape, cutting off the zipper 
pull, and gluing it onto the flower’s center. 

3. QUEEN OF CHIC We’ve stationed 
different fabrics and styles (the more the merrier!)  
on top of this wild zebra headband—the pink 
satin flower and black rosette come ready-made. 
For the small white flower, we wrapped pleated 
grosgrain ribbon in a spiral and glued. And the 
rhinestone embellishment? It’s the crowning 
jewel…literally.  
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